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• This presentation is for information only and is not legal advice.
• For legal advice see a lawyer. Lawyer Referral service in BC:
https://www.accessprobono.ca/our-programs/lawyer-referralservice
• A notary may draft documents but cannot give legal advice.
• Review the laws and regulations to confirm details and look for
any changes.
• Canlii.org is a free website for looking up laws, regulations and
decisions of courts, boards and tribunals.
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Topics
• Advance Directives
• Representation Agreements
• Roles of ‘Representative’ and ‘Monitor’
• Supported decision-making
• Clarifying beliefs, values and wishes
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Decision-Making Rights of Capable adults
You make the decision, or get help making it
Every adult has the right to:

• Give or refuse consent on any grounds, including
moral or religious grounds, even if the refusal will
result in death
• Select a particular form of available health care on
any grounds, including moral or religious grounds
• Revoke consent
• Expect their decision will be respected, and
• Be involved to the greatest degree possible in all case
planning and decision-making

Different rules apply for health care under the
Mental Health Act
PATIENTS PROPERTY ACT,, HEALTH CARE CONSENT AND CARE FACILITY ADMISSION ACT
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Concept of ‘Consent’
• Consent relates to the proposed health care
• Consent is voluntary & not obtained by fraud or misrepresentation
• The person can decide to give or refuse consent
• The health care provider gives information including:
o the condition for which the health care is proposed
o the nature, risks and benefits of the proposed
health care
o alternative courses of health care

• There is an opportunity to ask questions &
receive answers
Health Care Consent and Care Facility Admission Act
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Advance Directive (AD)
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Advance Directive (AD)
• A tool to give or refuse consent to any health care
• Examples of decisions an AD may address:
• End of life issues (e.g., CPR, ventilators, artificial feeding and
hydration, comfort care)
• Faith-based issues (e.g., blood products, abortion)
• Treatment issues (e.g., surgery, chemotherapy, radiation, dialysis,
antibiotics)

• You must be capable when making an AD
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AD continued….,
• Instructions in your AD are binding on a Representative
- Or - your Representation Agreement may state that a
health care provider may act in accordance with a health
care instruction in your AD without the consent of your
Representative
• A health care provider is not required to make more than
a reasonable effort in the circumstances to determine if
you have an AD, or a or Representative
• A health care provider:
• MAY provide health care if the AD gives consent to that health
care, and
• MUST NOT provide health care if the AD refuses consent to
that health care.
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Your AD must:
• Be clear, specific and relevant to your health condition
and proposed health care.
• State that you know that:
• A health care provider may not provide to you any health care
for which you refuse consent in the AD, and
• A person may not be chosen to make decisions on your behalf
about any health care for which you have given or refused
consent in the AD.
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When does an AD not apply?
If a health care provider reasonably believes that:
• The instructions in the AD do not address the health
care decision to be made
• The instructions in the AD are so unclear that it cannot
be determined whether you have given or refused
consent
• Your wishes, values or beliefs in relation to a health care
decision significantly changed, and the change is not
reflected in the AD
• There have been significant changes in medical
knowledge, practice or technology that might benefit
you since the AD was made
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Representation
Agreements
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Completing a
Representation
Agreement

• A lawyer or notary is not required
• Original signatures are required
• Representatives and alternates need
no witnesses
• Free Representation Agreement
forms at NIDUS and the Government
of British Columbia website
• Electronic Witnessing of
Representation Agreements is
allowed in response to COVID-19
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Representation
Agreements Made
Outside of British
Columbia

BC law may recognize a
Representation Agreement for
health care or personal care
decisions from outside BC when the
Representation Agreement was
made by residents of:
• Canada
• USA
• United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland
• Australia
• New Zealand

Front of Card

• Make a wallet card
• Add to cell phone emergency
information
• Inform primary care provider
• Inform hospital if hospitalized
• Anyone else who might need to
know (e.g., specialists)
• Put copy on fridge door
• Register Representation Agreement
with Nidus

Back of Card

Notifying Others that I have a
Representation Agreement

In Case of Emergency
My name: Joe Doe
Address:
1234 Anywhere Street
Vancouver, BC
V1A A1A
Date of Birth: January 1, 2000
My Representative has a copy of my
representation agreement. (See reverse)
In Case of Emergency
My Representative: Jane Doe
Address: 1234 Anywhere Street
Vancouver, BC, V1A A1A
Phone Number: 250-111-0000
My Alternate Representative: Jane Smith
Address: 1234 Somewhere Street
Vancouver, BC, V2A A2A
Phone Number: 250-222-0000
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A
Representation
Agreement
Ends When:

• Adult dies
• Court cancels Agreement, or appoints a
Committee
• Agreement revoked
• Marriage or marriage-like relationship ends, if
Representative is spouse (Exceptions below)
• Representative becomes incapable, resigns or
dies (Exceptions below)
Exceptions
• The Agreement says remaining
Representative(s) may continue to act, or
• An Alternate Representative is named in the
Agreement and is willing and able to act as
Representative
• The Representation Agreement provides that it
does not end in the event of the termination of
the marriage or marriage-like relationship
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Changing or
Revoking a
Representation
Agreement

• Making a new agreement does not
end the previous one
• To change or revoke a Representation
Agreement you:
o Must understand the nature and
consequences of what you are
doing
o Must give written notice to each
Representative, Alternate
Representative, and Monitor (if
any)
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Representative and Monitor Roles
In RA9 (Enhanced Powers)
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Know Where Representation Agreement Is

HANDY, SAFE LOCATION

HAVE A COPY. KNOW
WHERE ORIGINAL IS

ORIGINAL CAN BE KEPT IN
SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX OR
SECURE DRAWER
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Duties of a
Representative

• Act honestly and in good faith
• Exercise the care, diligence and skill
of a reasonably prudent person
• Act within the authority given in the
Representation Agreement
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Duties of a
Representative

• Your Representative must consult with you, to
a reasonable extent, to determine your
current wishes, unless the Representation
Agreement says that your Representative only
needs to comply with any instructions or
wishes you expressed while capable.
• Your Representative must comply with those
wishes if it is reasonable to do so.
• If your current wishes cannot be determined
or it is not reasonable to comply with them,
the Representative must comply with any
instructions or wishes you expressed while
capable.
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Duties of
Representative:
Duties
of
a
Representative
If Your
If
Your
Instructions
Instructions or
or Expressed
Expressed
Wishes are Unknown
Wishes are
Unknown

The Representative must act
• On the basis of your known
beliefs and values, or
• Your best interests, if your beliefs
and values are unknown
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LimitsLimits
to to
Decisions
a a
Decisions
Representative
Representative
Can Make
Can Make

A Representative must:
• Respect any conditions or
restrictions you placed in the
Representation Agreement
A Representative must not:
• Interfere with your religious
practices
• Consent to non-therapeutic
sterilization
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Duties of
Representative:
Record-Keeping

A Representative must:
• Keep accounts and records concerning the
exercise of their authority under the
Representation Agreement
• (Unless the Representation Agreement clearly
states the Representative is not required to keep
specific types of records)

• Upon their request, produce accounts and
other records for inspection and copying to:
• You
• Your Monitor
• The Public Guardian and Trustee
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Records the
Representative
Must Keep:

• A copy of any record made by you of your
instructions, wishes, beliefs and values
• If your residence changes or your
personal care or health care needs
change, keep a record of:
o What changed, and
o The Representative’s decision with
respect to the change.
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Powers of a Representative
• May request information and records
about you, if the information or records
relate to:
oYour incapability, or
oAn area of authority granted to the
Representative
• To retain the services of a qualified person
to do anything you have authorized
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Undue Influence
You may make decisions with input, or in
consultation with others
– However –
When decisions are being directed by
others it is called ‘undue influence’
You must ‘choose Representatives’ and
‘make decisions’ freely and independently
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Concerns About a Representative
• Undue influence
• Involved in or ignoring abuse, neglect,
exploitation
• Lacks stability, or has cognitive limitations
• Does not understand your medical/ mental
health needs
• Disputes with family members or loved
ones MAY be concerning
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Duties and
Powers of
Monitors

Monitors must make reasonable efforts to determine
if a Representative is fulfilling their duties.
• At any reasonable time, the Monitor may visit and
speak with you.
• They must not be hindered from visiting or speaking
to you by anyone having custody or control.
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Duties and
Powers of
Monitors

If the Monitor believes a Representative may not be
complying with their responsibilities, the Monitor:
• May require the Representative to produce
accounts and other records, and report on the
matters specified by the Monitor; and
• Must notify you and all Representatives of their
reason for believing the Representative is not
complying with their responsibilities.
The Monitor must promptly inform the Public
Guardian and Trustee if they still have reason to
believe the Representative is not complying with
their responsibilities.
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Resignation Of
Representatives
and Monitors

Representatives, Alternate Representatives or the
Monitor may resign by giving written notice to:
• You
• Other named Representatives and Alternate
Representatives and the Monitor (if any)
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When a Monitor
resigns, dies,
becomes
incapable or is
unable to act
as a Monitor

• If a Monitor is not required, the
Representation Agreement can
continue
• If it is a Financial RA7, the
authority given to each
Representative is suspended until
a new Monitor is appointed, or a
court determines that a Monitor is
not required
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There
is
a
On request the
process
for
Public
Guardian
replacing
or
& Trustee can
removing
replace a
Monitor if:if:
Monitors

• They are unsuitable, or no longer able to act,
or ceased to act as Monitor, and
• You are incapable of making a new
Representation Agreement
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Confidentiality

By law a Representative or a
Monitor must keep personal,
financial and health
information confidential
unless disclosure is required:
• To perform their duties
• By the Public Guardian
and Trustee
• By a court
• By law
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Liability

• A Representative who complies
with their duties is not liable for
your injury or death
• A Monitor is not liable for a
Representative’s act or failure to
act if the Monitor
o Acts honestly and in good faith,
and
o Exercises the care, diligence and
skill of a reasonably prudent
person
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A Representative,
Alternate
Representative or
Monitor is not
entitled to be paid
unless:

• The Representation Agreement allows it
• The court allows payment
• The court ordered the Public Guardian and
Trustee to be a Representative, Alternate
Representative or Monitor
A Representative or Monitor can be
reimbursed for reasonable expenses properly
incurred in performing their duties
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Representative
Must Consult:

Your Representative must
consult with you, to a
reasonable extent, to determine
your current wishes.
When supporting you to make
decisions or when making
decisions on your behalf, your
Representative must follow your
wishes if it is reasonable to do
so.
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Supported DecisionMaking
When anyone accesses friends,
family members, and professionals
to help them understand the
situations and choices they face,
so they make their own decisions.

Decision-Making

Independent

Capability

Supported

Substitute

Incapability
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Supported Decision-Making
• Respects the right to participate as an equal
• Respects your choice, preferences and control;
ensures it is your voice not theirs
• Respects your ability to make your own decisions
• Respects decisions made by you about your own
life
• Supporting decision-making maximizes your
capability
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Legal Requirements
• Representatives and health care providers must ‘support’ decisionmaking and comply with those decisions when possible
• All adults have the right to decision-making support and
communication support when making health care or ‘care facility’
decisions
• People with different abilities need different supports to be involved
in decision-making. Equality means everyone gets the reasonable
supports they need to be included
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Decision-Making
• Is often an interdependent process1
• Is not an end in itself, but a way to reach a goal
• Making decisions as a couple?2

o History of and comfort with joint decision-making
o Pre-existing power differential
o Goals and values may differ within a couple
o Goals and values can change over time

• Cultural differences in decision-making? (examples)
• Deference to experience, age, family, authority,
expertise, religion
• Communal versus individual decision processes
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Capability
• Even in chronic conditions, capability
may fluctuate over time.
• Incapability may be temporary or
reversible.
• Does ableism and ageism affect how
a person’s capability is perceived?
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Strategies for
Communication
Examples:
• Allow more time to describe
needs
• Meet in a quiet place
• Use clear and simple language
Recognize that decision-making
ability may vary from day to day
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Keep it Simple
Communication may need to be adapted to
ability:
• Communicate relevant information clearly
• Don’t introduce irrelevant information
• Provide support to make better decisions
when emotions run high or during times of
high stress
• Avoid making recommendations
• No limit on the amount of support given
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Supportive decision makers
‘support' a person to:
• Understand the issues involved in a decision
• Understand the consequences of a decision
• Access appropriate assistance or information
to help the person make a decision
• Express the person’s views, and act as an
interpreter where needed
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A supportive decision maker
can help others to:
• Truly hear or understand the person
requiring support;
• Appreciate the person’s needs, rights,
values, preferences and goals; and
• Respect the person’s autonomy, dignity
and wisdom (i.e., help prevent
discrimination and bias linked to
disability).
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Expressing Your Beliefs, Values
and Wishes
Choose
Choose a
Representative

Express
Express your
beliefs, values and
wishes

Talk
Talk with your
Representative

Inform
Inform your loved
ones and your
doctor

Record
Record your
wishes so there is
something for
your
Representative to
refer to when you
are incapable

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPtu-FpY1Kw (length 1:26)
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My Beliefs,
Values & Wishes
PREPARING FOR A CONVERSATION WITH
MY REPRESENTATIVE

What are my
Beliefs?

1. Do I have a belief system or
motto that I live by?
2. What cultural, religious or
spiritual beliefs are important
to me, if any?
3. What are my personal beliefs
or thoughts about illness, pain
and suffering?
4. What are my personal beliefs
and thoughts about dying?
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What are my
Values

1. What three things ‘about me’ should my
health care team know to care for me well?
2. What are the things in my life that matter
most to me?
3. Do I have future goals? What are they?
4. What makes life meaningful for me now?
5. What gives me comfort or joy?
6. What helped me cope during past health
problems?
7. When I think about living with a serious
chronic condition or disability, what do I
worry about or fear?
8. What do I think about the dying process?
9. How would I deal with a conflict between
quality or quantity of life?
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Wishes and
Instructions:
Other People

1. Who are the most important people in my
life?
2. How important is it to consider the wishes
of other family members or friends
regarding my care?
3. If I am seriously ill, are there any people I
would like my Representatives to inform or
to consult with?
4. Are there people I would not want
involved?
5. Are there specific people, or types of
people I do not want to see if I am ill or
dying?
6. What kinds of support do I want my family
or loved ones who may assist with my care
to have (e.g., respite, home nursing)?
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Wishes and Instructions: Living Arrangements
You can find ‘home’ in many settings
including in a long-term care facility or in a
hospice site

Examples
House or
Apartment

Hospital

Am I comfortable with my current living
arrangements?
Am I more comfortable living alone or with
other people?

Long Term Care

Hospice Site
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Wishes & Instructions:
Living Arrangements

• Proximity to friends/family
• Familiar neighbourhood
• Facility reputation
• Privacy
• Cost
• Facility religious affiliation / no religious affiliation
• Ability to go outside, quality of outdoor green space
• Quality of space (e.g., shared, brightness, windows, temperature, rooms
can be personalized)
• Overall quality of care provided (e.g., average daily time spent with
residents, frequency of showers/baths)
• Access to various services (laundry, recreation, support with meds, transportation)
• Inclusive and affirming of sexual and gender minority residents and family, or ethnicity
• Other ________________________________
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Examples of
circumstances or
outcomes that
may influence
treatment
decisions:

Treatment-Related
• Ongoing confusion or fuzzy thinking due
to needed medications
• Ongoing lack of privacy due to care
needs
• Ongoing reliance on machines or tubes
for living
Mental or Social Symptoms
• Ongoing unconsciousness
• Chronic agitation and confusion that
can’t be addressed through social,
environmental or chemical means
• Ongoing inability to make my own
decisions
• Ongoing inability to recognize and
communicate with others
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More examples
of circumstances
or outcomes that
may influence
treatment
decisions:

Physical Symptoms
• Chronic nausea
• Ongoing frequent choking during
feeding
• Ongoing struggle to breathe
• Ongoing inability to control
bladder or bowels
Activities of Daily Living
• Ongoing inability to feed myself
• Ongoing inability to wash and
clothe myself
• Ongoing inability to go to places
independently
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Dying

• What do I think of as a ‘good death’?
• How important is it that I live as long
as possible?
• What might change my mind?
! I want to live as long as possible using
all appropriate interventions.
! I want to be allowed to die
! In what circumstances would I want
to be allowed to die?
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If I was
nearing
death, what
would I want
to make
things better
for me?

• Would I want hospice palliative care?
• Do I agree to palliative/terminal sedation if
appropriate to the circumstances of my
dying?
• What thoughts do I have about what I would
like my death to be like? (e.g., family and
friends around, religious/spiritual support,
no conversations or contact about
religion/spirituality, music)
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Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation
If I stopped breathing or my heart stopped beating,
(CPR)
I would like:
• To have CPR;
• Not to have CPR ; or
• To decline CPR if;
o I have an incurable injury or illness where I
am expected to die soon anyway
o Other (e.g., no one is with me at the time
my heart and breathing stop and CPR
cannot be started immediately)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aE6bmNTUe5E (length 7:07)
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If You Have an Injury
or Illness
• It may be important for you to
know what may happen
because of it
• This may help you to plan better.
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Your personal circumstances change

You Should
Revisit your
Representation
Agreement
When:

Your Representative’s personal circumstances
have changed (e.g., availability, capability,
relationship with you)
You identify someone who may be a better
Representative
Representation Agreement law has changed
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Choose a Representative(s)
Have a CONVERSATION about your beliefs, values
and wishes with your Representative or your
family and friends
Document your beliefs, values and wishes to
support your Representative and share that with
your Representative
Complete your Representation Agreement
Inform loved ones who your Representative(s) are
Inform your health care providers about your
Representation Agreement

Next Steps
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Additional Slides if Desired
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Alternative Tools to Prepare for a
Conversation with Your Representative
The Speak Up Advance Care Planning: BC Workbook site is
comparatively comprehensive and allows you to email a PDF of your
responses to yourself. http://www.speak-upinbc.ca/make-a-plan/
The Equity in Palliative Approaches to Care Collaborative (2020) tool
following immediately below is simple and has a strong focus on end of
life. http://www.equityinpalliativecare.com/
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Speak Up Advance Care Planning: BC Workbook
• http://www.speak-upinbc.ca/make-a-plan/

This site walks you through a fairly comprehensive set of questions and
allows you to create a PDF of your responses. http://www.speakupinbc.ca/make-a-plan/
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My Wishes for at End of Life*
1. What do I value most in terms of my mental and physical health? If I
became ill, would I want to live as long as possible? Would I want to
avoid machines and medical procedures that keep me alive, but don’t
make my life better? Other examples: having my pain be in control,
making connections with my chosen family, etc.
2. What abilities are so critical to my life that I can’t imagine living without
them? For example, being able to live on my own, being able to
communicate with others, being able to use substances, etc.
3. When I think about death, I worry about certain things happening. For
example, struggling to breathe, being in pain, being alone, losing my
dignity, concerns for my family or pets, etc.
Equity in Palliative Approaches to Care Collaborative. (2020). Equity-informed advance care planning. Retrieved
from http://www.equityinpalliativecare.com/
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My Wishes for at End of Life
4. If I were nearing death, what would I want to make the end more peaceful
for me? For example, chosen family and friends nearby, dying in my place of
choice, knowing that my pets and belongings were cared for, having spiritual
rituals performed, reconnecting with family I haven’t seen in a while.
5. Do I have any spiritual or cultural practices that affect my care at the end
of life? For example, beliefs about the use of certain medical procedures,
connection to Indigenous elders and ceremonies, special consideration for
my care
6. Other wishes and thoughts about end of life or after death planning. Write
down anything that would help others understand and support your wishes.
Equity in Palliative Approaches to Care Collaborative. (2020). Equity-informed advance care planning. Retrieved
from http://www.equityinpalliativecare.com/
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My Wishes for at End of Life
7. Three things I want to do before I die:
8. Other things to think about: What are my plans for my belongings?
Where possible, include full names, chosen names, and contact
information

Equity in Palliative Approaches to Care Collaborative. (2020). Equity-informed advance care planning.
Retrieved from www.equityinpalliativecare.com
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